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•	 F. Aircraft [rata,
U-2 aircraft data taken in February 1975 was received. Positive trans-
parencies were obtained from the RC-10 and two bands of the Vimmn. This
imagery was the f 4 rst taken over the test aree and was obtained primarily
to check on the flight path and extent of coverage. The test area was
adequately covered. Much of the imagery was of poor quality due to hate but
some frames were relatively clear and will be used to establish optical
processing procedures for underflight imagery.
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1
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GSFC 1D NUMBER. 350
	
•
A. Problems: done.
B. Accomplishments:	 i
Black and white aerial photography has been obtained for use as ground
	 30
,ruth. Coverage from two time periods, April 1974 e.nd December 1962, wa.,
obtained. Additional ootical processing equipment has been procured including
a mobile copying stand, a Mamiya RD6 7
 camera and a Nikon F-2 camera.
Planned work includes the assembly and testing of the optical processinn
system. Imagery already received will be processed to establish the procedures
and calibrate the equipment. Acquisition and processinq of around truth will
continue.
C. Signifi cant Results: None.
D. Publications:
	 None.
E. Recommendations: None.
F. Funds E xpend ed: $3,000.00.
G. Data U e:
Value )f Data Allowed: $1,604.00
Value of Data Ordered: $ 368.00
Value of Data received: $ 288.00
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